Experimental study of a passive thermal management system for three types of battery using copper foam saturated with phase change materials
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Battery thermal management (BTM) technology is vital for the development of new energy vehicle because the lithium batteries exhibit a more resistive behavior leading to extra heat generation with age. The CF/PCM (copper foam/phase change material) coupled thermal management system for different types of lithium ion batteries such as 26650, 42110 and square (105 mm × 28 mm × 71 mm) were selected comparatively to research in detail, especially at a relatively high discharge rate. To evaluate the effect of the battery generating heat close to the actual operating conditions, the thermal management system in an insulated environment were investigated at discharge rate of 5C, in comparison with a natural convection environment. Furthermore, the results show that the effect of the temperature control based PCM is improved when compared to air-based BTM under an insulated environment. Moreover, the maximum temperature of 26650, 42110 and square batteries of CF/PCM coupled with BTM can be controlled below 44.37 °C, 51.45 °C and 50.69 °C for a longer time than those of the pure PCM based case and air-based case under the same conditions, respectively. The passive system was coupled with copper foam as a skeleton net structure to improve the strength of the PCM during its melting. More importantly, a CF/PCM (copper foam/phase change material) battery thermal management system was designed and tested experimentally.

1. Introduction

Li-ion batteries are considered the most promising candidates for hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and electric vehicles (EV). The high gravimetric and volumetric energy density of Li-ion batteries provide enough advantages over other battery chemistries, such as lead acid and NiMH. However, challenges have arisen from their active material and electrolyte, which impede their application and thermal imbalance leads to heterogeneities of aging and state of charge due to the chemical behavior of the battery. The thermal runaway of lithium ion batteries can give rise to safety risks such as overheating, combustion and even explosion, which further destroy the charge–discharge performance and lifespan.

Different types of Li-ion batteries have similar drawbacks such as overheating and related safety problems that serious limits their applications. During the operating process of batteries as the current flows through the internal resistance, heat is consistently generated. Along with the battery operating, ohmic heating as main heat sources would affect the safety of battery. In addition to the mentioned thermal behavior of batteries, the chemical reaction during the charging and discharging process can contribute to overheating, especially at a high discharge rate. However, if the overheating of batteries is not dissipated immediately, thermal runaway will cause the catastrophic destruction of the batteries. Thus, it is important to investigate the battery thermal performance, especially at a high discharge rate.

In most instances, researchers have paid a lot of attention towards the battery performance under ambient temperature. Whereas, in general, battery packs have to be encapsulated in a sealed box rather than exposed to air when applied in different electric vehicles. In order to approximate the actual application conditions, the charge and discharge performance of batteries needs to be investigated under insulated conditions. As we all known, the thermal runaway of batteries under heat insulates condition will become more serious. Therefore, it is necessary to enforce temperature control for all kinds of batteries, improve their safety performance and even enhance its cycle life. Confronted with thermal hazards under different circumstances, a robust battery thermal management (BTM) is essential to protect the battery.
Recently, most EVs have air-cooling BTMs, however, they present many more drawbacks, such as fan power, which depletes the battery energy and induce to a large thermal imbalance between the downstream batteries.\cite{10,11} Wang has researched forced air cooling strategies using a numeric simulation method among the different arrangement structures in cylindrical battery packs and the results showed just a few advantages to BTM.\cite{12} Mahamud and Park presented a novel reciprocating air cooling style, which can maintain a uniform temperature and proposed the improved lumped-capacitance thermal model and flow network model.\cite{13} Moreover, Liang et al. investigated the structural design and optimization of reciprocating ventilation used for battery thermal management. Different types of cooling styles, such as heat pipes, can be provided by the battery liquid cooling systems.\cite{14,15} Y. Ye et al. provided both the cooling and heating performance of an EV battery controlled by heat pipes.\cite{16} Tran et al. considered the cooling performance of heat pipes for hybrid electric vehicles/electric vehicles using Li-ion battery thermal management experimentally.\cite{17}

On the whole, the BTM methods, such as air cooling and liquid cooling systems, have been extensively researched and adopted for commercial applications. However, the components of the heat dissipation methods, such as fans and pumps, are generally complicated, bulky and power-wasting, which can diminish the limited energy stored in the batteries. Meanwhile, many others BTMs are also listed in the literature and each of them presents disadvantages, such as difficult sustainment, expensive integration or limited effectiveness in terms of their thermal uniformity.\cite{18–20} These undesirable disadvantages provoke expectations for novel thermal management systems.

Related to the above mentioned methods of battery thermal management, PCM-based cooling systems seem to be a suitable method due to the relatively constant temperature of the phase transition. PCMs have many advantages, such as high energy efficiency, high compactness and low maintenance cost, which have drawn great attention as passive thermal management in application.\cite{21–23} Al-Hallaj et al. first proposed the application of PCMs to battery thermal management systems and the heat generated inside the batteries could be absorbed by the PCM with a large latent heat to keep the temperature within the safe range for a long time in the battery pack.\cite{24} Duan et al. researched the thermal management system of a cylindrical battery monomer with a PCM cylinder and with PCM jackets, respectively. The measurements showed the systems to be highly effective in controlling the temperature.\cite{25} Zhang et al. researched the battery thermal management performance and the thermal energy storage properties using paraffin as the PCM, the results showed the thermal energy storage was improved to a certain extent.\cite{26} Rao et al. applied a numerical simulation on commercial rectangular LiFePO4 batteries with a PCM and obtained the conclusion that is was essential to have an appropriate proportion of thermal conductivities within the passive thermal management system.\cite{27} Nevertheless, the thermal performance of low conductivity restricts the use of PCM-based cooling systems in application and subsequently, thermal composites were proposed. Khateeb et al. proposed a battery module comprised of eighteen 18650-type cells wrapped by a PCM with Al-foam for an electric scooter. The test results exhibited the utilization of avPCM with foam metal was an effective method to improve the battery's thermal performance. In addition, they designed experiments to validate the PCM with Al-foam model, the measurements showed Al-foam with PCM could decrease the increase in battery temperature by 50% relative to the battery without passive thermal management.\cite{28,29} Wang et al. investigated the thermal behavior of a cylindrical battery with a composite paraffin and fin structure, and showed the enhanced properties of the composite structure when compared to the pure PCM.\cite{30} Many similar works related to PCM and BTMs have been reported recently,\cite{31–33} however, few studies have investigated the composite method of improving the strength and thermal performance of PCMs for batteries, especially for the different types of Li-ion batteries.

In this research, in order to improve the strength and capability of heat transfer in the BTM system, copper foam as a metal skeleton structure with pure PCMs was adopted. Three different types of battery including 26650, 42110 and square were examined experimentally under different conditions, operated under different discharge rates, especially at 5C. In order to research the battery under a working environment, the experiment was designed and carried out as follows: firstly, the temperature of the battery was compared among the three different types of batteries at different discharge rates in a natural convection environment. Then, the temperature of the battery’s surface was compared at relatively high discharge rate conditions between the insulated and natural convection environments. Eventually, the thermal performance using pure paraffin and CF/PCM, respectively under an insulated environment was investigated.

2. Experimental

The x, y, z rectangular coordinates of battery heat flux can be shown as follows, on the basis of the complex characteristics of its orthotropic materials while charging or discharging.

\[
q_x = -\lambda_{xx} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} - \lambda_{xy} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} - \lambda_{xz} \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \tag{1}
\]

\[
q_y = -\lambda_{yx} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} - \lambda_{yy} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} - \lambda_{yz} \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \tag{2}
\]

\[
q_z = -\lambda_{zx} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} - \lambda_{zy} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} - \lambda_{zz} \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \tag{3}
\]

A classical mathematical description of a two-dimensional steady-state and incompressible fluid was used to describe the heat convection process and heat dissipation of the battery module.

Equation of conservation of mass
\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} = 0
\]  

(4)

Equation of conservation of momentum
\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right) = F_x - \frac{\partial P}{\partial x} + \mu \left( \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y^2} \right)
\]

(5)

\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + u \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \right) = F_y - \frac{\partial P}{\partial y} + \mu \left( \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} \right)
\]

(6)

Equation of conservation of energy
\[
\rho C_p \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) = \lambda \left( \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} \right)
\]

(7)

Equation of convective heat transfer equation
\[
h = -\frac{\lambda}{T_u - T_f} \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}
\]

(8)

In the battery thermal management system, the mass of the PCM required was calculated as follows
\[
M_{\text{PCM}} = \frac{Q_{\text{dis}}}{C_p(T_m - T_i) + H}
\]

(9)

Assuming a binary electrolyte and neglecting the enthalpy of mixing and phase change effects, the heat generation over all the reactions term can be expressed as follows
\[
g = \sum_j \alpha_j h_{j0} (\varphi_i - \varphi_e) + \sum_j \alpha_j h_{j0} \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial T} \nabla \varphi_i \nabla \varphi_e + \kappa_{e} \nabla \varphi_e \nabla \varphi_e + \kappa_{d} \nabla \ln c_e \nabla \varphi_e
\]

(10)

The 26650, 42110 and square size (105 mm × 28 mm × 71 mm) types of lithium iron phosphate power batteries were selected and the battery parameters are displayed in Table 1. For the purpose of investigating the heat production behavior of the batteries, different rates of discharge were operated under ambient conditions. According to the previously reported results, the total heat production of batteries can be estimated from the basic theoretical knowledge of engineering thermodynamics, heat transfer theory and hydromechanics. Moreover, the insulated conditions were designed and a copper foam/phase change material (CF/PCM) applied in the experiment. A schematic diagram of the battery thermal experiment is shown in Fig. 1.

In this research, the BTM method was investigated using the composites with copper foam and phase change material (CF/PCM). Copper foam was used as a thermal conductive skeleton whose porous structure can be filled with the melting state of the PCM to improve the heat-transfer capability. The copper foam was 5 mm thick with a surface density of 2000 g m⁻² and volume density of 0.4 g cm⁻³. The PCM adopted was refined paraffin whose melting range was 45 °C to 47 °C. The PCM used for the battery thermal management system can maintain the temperature steady in its phase change range through absorbing heat from the batteries during charging or discharging process, for the purpose of balancing the temperature of the battery pack. At a discharge rate of 5C, the heat produced by battery with the copper foam and paraffin composite was calculated and the three different types of battery were measured. Before starting the experiments, the batteries were placed in the thermostat for 12 h to achieve a uniform temperature and stability among the different batteries. The three types of battery studied included 26650, 42110 and square battery and were investigated at a discharge rate of 5C.

3. Results and discussion

In this study, the results are presented in three parts. The first part describes the comparison of the temperature of the battery surface among the three different types of battery (26650, 42110 and square) at different discharge rates in a natural convection environment. The second part describes the comparison of the temperature of the battery surface at a discharge rate of 5C between the insulated and natural convection environments. The last part describes how the thermal performance of the batteries is affect by pure paraffin and the CF/PCM, respectively under an insulated environment.

3.1 A comparison of the temperature response among the different types of lithium ion batteries at different discharge rates under a natural convection environment

The test results of the 26650 battery at different discharge rates under a natural convection environment are shown in Fig. 2a. The surface temperature of the battery was 34.7 °C, 41.68 °C and 62.77 °C at a discharge rate of 1C, 3C and 5C, respectively. It is notable that the largest temperature rise reached 83.9% at a discharge rate of 5C and the span of time maintain 365 s under 55 °C. We may draw a conclusion that the temperature rise was seriously affected by the rate of discharge. The higher discharge rate is accompanied by an increase in temperature and the heat production of the battery increases. In order to verify the reliability of the conclusion, the 42110 and square battery were investigated under the same conditions and the results are shown in Fig. 2b and c. The maximum temperature of the battery surface was much higher at the higher discharge rate, as shown in Fig. 2d. The heat production was also much higher, which would bring potential safety risks in the application of the battery. The details of the temperature difference ratio at certain times are presented in Table 2. It was necessary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Capacity (mAh)</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Quality (g)</th>
<th>Resistance (mΩ)</th>
<th>Cut-off voltage (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42110</td>
<td>10 000</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26650</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>10 000</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 The parameters of the three different types of lithium ion power battery

The parameters of the three different types of lithium ion power battery

- Type
- Capacity (mAh)
- Voltage (V)
- Quality (g)
- Resistance (mΩ)
- Cut-off voltage (V)
to investigate the battery performance at a higher discharge rate.

3.2 The differences in the battery temperature under the insulated and natural convection environments

Considering the negative effects of high temperatures on the safety of the batteries, the temperature differences among the three types of battery (26650, 42110 and square battery) at a discharge rate of 5C were investigated. To simulate the actual working conditions of batteries, the battery was positioned in a stainless steel chamber to insulate the battery from the surrounding environment, which had no exchange of energy and quality, and the heat generated by the battery is not dissipated through heat radiation and convection.

Fig. 1 A schematic representation of the thermal response measurement platform used for batteries.

Fig. 2 The temperature of the batteries at different discharge rates in a natural convection environment: (a) 26650, (b) 42110, (c) square battery and (d) maximum temperature for the different types of battery.
The experimental results obtained for the 26650, 42110 and square batteries under the natural convection and insulated environments are displayed in Fig. 3a–c. The results show that the temperature increase of the battery under an insulated environment was at least 10% higher than under a natural convection environment at a discharge rate of 5C. The temperature reached a peak in the curve and then decreased, which was attributed to the battery running out of energy. At the same time, this tendency observed for the temperature in the battery under an insulated environment was slower than in the natural convection environment. The above factors show that the test under an insulated environment can be considered as a study on a heat insulation condition system of the battery module in an electric automobile. The maximum temperature of the battery surface in the different types of battery are shown in Fig. 3d. The heat value and temperature rise under an insulated environment for the three types of battery were higher than under a natural convection environment. Considering the above-mentioned test results, it is very necessary to research the battery performance under an insulated environment to alleviate the potential safety hazards in their applications, such as in electric automobiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>1C (%)</th>
<th>3C (%)</th>
<th>5C (%)</th>
<th>1C (J)</th>
<th>3C (J)</th>
<th>5C (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26650</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>1183</td>
<td>2802</td>
<td>4545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42110</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>5925</td>
<td>10 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>7005</td>
<td>16 927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 A comparison of the temperature of the batteries at a discharge rate of 5C under the different environments: (a) 26650, (b) 42110, (c) square battery and (d) maximum temperature for the different types of battery.

Fig. 4 A comparison of the battery between paraffin and CF/PCM for thermal management: (a) pure paraffin and (b) CF/PCM.
3.3 A comparison of the temperature response between the batteries with pure paraffin and CF/PCM during a mixed charge-discharging process

Under high discharge rates, the temperature of the 26650, 42110 and square battery were all over the optimal 45 °C, in which the heat is dissipated with difficulty and increases the temperature rapidly. When battery temperature was out of control after a long enough time, there would be a serious safety threat to the electrochemical performance and cycle life of the lithium ion battery. What’s more, it’s necessary to study an efficient thermal management system for the different types of lithium ion battery.

To evaluate the cooling effect of the passive thermal management on the module, a mixed charge-discharge cycle was used. During the cycle procedure, the battery was initially charged in constant current mode at a rate of 0.5C with a terminal cut-off voltage and then charged at a constant voltage until the current dropped to 0.1 A. After holding for 60 min, the battery was then discharged in constant current mode at a rate of 5C until the terminal voltage reached the cut-off. The last step of the cycle was a resting period of 60 min. In this section, firstly, the schematic diagram of the battery under the insulated environment was analyzed, which mainly introduced the difference between the pure paraffin and CF/PCM for dissipating heat in battery. Then, the different types of battery (26650, 42110 and square) were selected to investigate the temperature differences among the insulated environment, pure paraffin and CF/PCM conditions for thermal management.

Meanwhile, the maximum temperatures of the three types of battery were compared to illustrate the importance of battery thermal management.

During the discharge process at 5C, the heat production of the battery could improve the temperature on the battery surface and then, the pure paraffin wrapped around the battery would melt and become flow statuses, which would make the heat dissipation of the battery unstable and bring about huge potential safety hazard. A schematic diagram was shown in Fig. 4a. Confronted with such issues, in Fig. 4b, the copper foam was considered to improve the stability of the PCM as a thermal conductive skeleton whose porous structure will be filled by the melting state of the PCM to improve the heat-transfer capability. In otherwords, the copper foam not only improves the stability of the PCM, avoiding it flowing while absorbing the heat from the battery, but also strengthens the heat transfer capability of the battery.

The latent heats of the phase change were determined by numerical integration of the area under the peaks in Fig. 5. The latent heats of melting were found to be 142.7 J g⁻¹ and 84.02 J g⁻¹ for the pure paraffin and CF/PCM, respectively. What’s more, the peak of heat flow of pure paraffin was larger than CF/PCM. The main reason could be attributed to CF/PCM having less liquidity and a more stable performance than pure paraffin while absorbing heat, though it has a lower phase change enthalpy than the pure paraffin, which is beneficial for battery thermal management applications.

The qualities of the copper foam and paraffin in the three types of battery are presented in Table 3. The percentage of paraffin surrounding the integrity of the battery has an important role to dissipate its heat production. In Fig. 6, the temperature of the 26650, 42110, square types of battery along with the discharge time, respectively are shown in order to clearly illustrate the temperature variation regularity; the value of K was taken as s, the slope of the splashes after linear fitting. The measurement results, which were revealed the battery thermal management with PCM (pure paraffin and CF/PCM) was beneficial to the progress of the electrochemical reaction and moreover, the battery thermal management with CF/PCM could improve the thermal performance. This was attributed to the copper foam strengthening the PCM when it absorbs or dissipates heat. Meanwhile, the maximum of the temperature of three types of battery are shown in Fig. 6d. Whatever the type of the battery, when wrapped with the CF/PCM they displayed a lower temperature than the others. When the battery temperature reached the phase change range, paraffin would absorb lots of heat produced by the battery in order to keep the battery temperature balance in the safe range.

Table 3 The qualities and percentages of paraffin and copper foam in the different types of battery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>The quality of paraffin (g)</th>
<th>The quality of copper foam (g)</th>
<th>The percentage of paraffin (%)</th>
<th>The percentage of copper foam (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26650</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>66.34</td>
<td>33.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42110</td>
<td>31.24</td>
<td>15.39</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>51.60</td>
<td>25.41</td>
<td>67.01</td>
<td>32.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the same time, the heat transfers to the copper foam, which can rapidly dissipate and make temperature distribution equal because of its high thermal conductivity. Moreover, the network skeleton of the copper foam can repair the paraffin while in the process of absorbing or dissipating heat. Therefore, the CF/PCM can effectively improve the thermal performance of the battery under an insulated environment.

4. Conclusions

In order to research the performance of a CF/PCM coupled thermal management system for three types of selected battery (26650, 42110 and square), a CF/PCM based module under an insulated environment was designed. The value of the temperature rise and maximum temperature were examined experimentally and discussed under the different conditions in detail. The main conclusion could thus be summarized as follows:

1. At different discharge rates, the heat production temperature of the 26650, 42110 and square batteries were measured. The results showed the surface temperature of the 26650 battery was 34.7 °C, 41.68 °C and 62.77 °C at a discharge rate of 1C, 3C and 5C, respectively. The 42110 and square batteries have a similar tendency, which revealed that the different types of battery at a relatively high discharge rate will bring a similar potential safety risk in the application of the batteries. It is necessary to further investigate the battery performance at a discharge rate of 5C.

2. To evaluate the cooling effect of the battery close to actual working conditions, as a comparison with a natural convection environment, the thermal management system in an insulated environment was investigated at a discharge rate of 5C. The results showed that the temperature rise in the insulated environment observed for the three types of battery were higher than under a natural convection environment. Thus it is essential to research the battery performance under an insulated environment to alleviate the potential safety hazards in their applications, such as in electric automobiles.

3. The effect of the temperature control based PCM was improved when compared to air-based BTM under an insulated environment at a discharge rate of 5C. Moreover, the maximum temperature of the 26650, 42110 and square batteries with a CF/PCM coupled BTM could be controlled to below 44.37 °C, 51.45 °C and 50.69 °C, respectively, for a longer time than those of the pure PCM-based and air-based BTMs. The most important improvement, the passive system was coupled with copper foam as a three dimensional skeleton to improve the strength of the PCM during its melting.

Nomenclature

- $q_x$: Heat flux in $x$ dimension (J m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)
- $q_y$: Heat flux in $y$ dimension (J m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)
- $q_z$: Heat flux in $z$ dimension (J m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$)
- $\lambda_{xx}$: Thermal conductivity in $x$ dimension (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)
- $\lambda_{xy}$: Thermal conductivity in $x$-$y$ dimension (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)
$\lambda_{xz}$ Thermal conductivity in x-z dimension (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)

$T$ Temperature (K)

$u$ Velocity in x dimension (m s$^{-1}$)

$v$ Velocity in y dimension (m s$^{-1}$)

$\alpha_{ij}$ Interfacial surface area per unit volume (cm$^2$ cm$^{-3}$)

$i_{ij}$ Transfer current density (A cm$^{-2}$)

$\mu$ Velocity (m s$^{-1}$)

$h$ Heat conductivity (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)

$T_w$ The temperature of wall (K)

$T_f$ The temperature of fluid (K)

$\rho$ Density (kg m$^{-3}$)

$C_p$ Specific heat capacity (J m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$)

$K$ Slope of splashes

$U_j$ Equilibrium potential (V)

$\phi_e$ Electrolyte (mol cm$^{-3}$)

$\phi_{eff}$ Potential in the solution phase (V)

$\sigma_{eff}$ Effective matrix conductivity (Ω$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$)
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